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Subject: Geography

Course: CC-VI

(Statistical Methods in Geography)

Time: 2 Hours Full Marks:40

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.

Answer all questions.

Section-A

1. Answer any five from the followingquestions
2x5-10

(a) What are the different types of frequency curve?

(b) Mention the different parts of a table.

(c) What do you mean by sampling eror?

(d) What is the implication of b' in a linear regression yc =a + bx?

yc =a + bx9a1R au 7AA b'-9 ?
(e) What are the relative measures of Dispersion?

(0 Define Correlation Coefficient.

(g) Write the limitations of the moving average method.

24049 Please Turn Over
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(h) Write the Spearman's formula for Rank Correlation Coefficient.

Section-BB

5x2-102. Answer any two from the following questions:

2+3(a) What is meant by Tabulation'? Explain its importance in statistics.

(b) Distinguish between Discrete Variable and Continuous Variable with examples. Classify

each of the following characters as either an attibute, or a discrete variable or a continuous

3+2
variable:

i) Annual profit of a firm

(i) Family size

(iii) Height of a person in inch

iv) Mother Tongue

(c) Prepare a blank table mentioning the number of candidates, sex wise,appearing for the First,

Third and Fifth Semester Examinations of a
university in the faculties of Arts and Science

in a certain year. Mention the characteristics of proper classification. 3+2

(d) Find out the median value of the following data:

234 567Rock diameter

(incm)

No.ofsamples 12 18 40 52 48 32 208
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Section-C

3. Answer any rwo from the following questions: 10x2-20

(a) Define Median. Discuss the advantages and disadvantagesof median as a measure of central

tendency.

The Median and Mode of the following frequency distribution are known to be 27 and 26

respectively. Find the value of 'x' and 'y'.
2+4+4

RERE RPrafsTera aeyAT 7RIT7 eTaA 27r26 93 y-a3

Values 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

(1F)

Frequency 3 20 12
(3PIRR)

(b) What do you mean by standard deviation? Discuss the relative merits of mean deviation

and standard deviation as measures of Dispersion.

Mean monthly temperature of two stations A and B are given below. With proper

calculations, compare in which station, temperature is more variable? 1+4+5

Temperature in °C

Months Station-A Station-B

January 14-4 244

February 16:4 24:4

267March

April
May

23-3

30-0 28:3

33-3 30:3

June 333 28-9

July 300 27-2

29-4 27:2August

September

October

November

December

28:9 27:1

256 278
194 27-0

156 25-0
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(c) What is a scatter diagram? Indicate by means of suitable scatter diagrams in different types

of correlation that may exist between the variables in a bivariate data.

Find the Regression Equation of 'y' on 'r' from the following data and find out the value

of when y =6. 243+5

TICIT(E*-93B y'-43 2foma a 31,7Ry=6,'x-9 1
x=24, y =44,y =306, E=164,Ey =574, n =4

(a) what do you mean by Time Series? Enumerate the methods of determining trend in time

series

2+4+4Calculate the 3 yearly moving averages for the following data:C3733TRIRI 3 oTe fa

Production (in 000 tons)

(R)
Year

123)

1980 36

1981 34

1982 43

1983 57

1984 49

1985 51

1986 69


